IQ5000V16

COOLING CAPACITY: 5000 BTUH (1466W) @131°F (55°C)
MAXIMUM AMPS: 2.4 (1152W) @480V/60HZ
MAXIMUM OPERATING TEMP: 131°F (55°C)
MINIMUM OPERATING TEMP: -40°F (-40°C)
DIMENSIONS: 40.10" (1017MM) H X 15.93" (405MM) W X 7.34" (186MM) D
WEIGHT: 105 LBS (47.7KG)
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THIS IS A PROPRIETARY DOCUMENT. DO NOT REPRODUCE OR DISCLOSE WITHOUT THE EXPRESS WRITTEN PERMISSION OF ICE QUBE, INC.

ICE QUBE, INC.
*/IMPORTANT* GASKET MUST BE APPLIED AS SHOWN FOR PROPER OPERATION AND TO MAINTAIN NEMA INTEGRITY.

EVAP. OUTLET ≈ 236 CFM
COND. OUTLET ≈ 410 CFM
SOUND LEVEL @5FT FROM UNIT @ A HT. OF 3FT = 66 dBA
SOUND LEVEL @2FT FROM UNIT @ A HT. OF 5FT = 64 dBA
CONDENSER INLET MIN. CLEARANCE 2.34"